The Nomad Arab Camel Breeding Tribes
of the Sudan
nearly every case there is a compromise, and the offender's
" agawid " persuade the injured party to forego part of
his claim. The expense of medical treatment, " Tiagg el
kamida" as it is called, is reckoned additional to the
compensation claimed. Minor injuries are dealt with
by the chief who imposes a fine and generally takes the
money paid for himself.
Food and Perfumes
The staple food is " kisra" (dura bread), milk and
" merissa " (native beer). In the dry season the Arabs
eat a considerable quantity of meat although sheep are
only killed on the arrival of a guest, at a sacrifice or thanks-
giving (" Karama ") or a feast ("azuma"). Camels are
slaughtered on important occasions such as weddings or
in times of hunger and hardship. Coffee is taken in the
early morning but the chief meals are at mid-day and in
the evening. When the camel herds go to the " gizu "
grazing grounds in winter, they have nothing to live on
except camel's milk. It is regarded as a most nourishing
diet and weakly boys are sent off to the " gizu " to get
strong.
The various fats, all of animal origin, are used more
for scents than for food. " Dihn " is drunk as a curative
for internal pains and a general tonic and butter (" samn ")
is eaten by Arabs who possess sheep. A " dilka " consists
of coarsely-ground dura and sandal wood mixed with
various scents. A hole is dug in the ground, the mixture
is cooked in a bowl until it is ripe when it is poured into
a basket (" keroia ") and used for massage as required.
The " Utfa " or Ceremonial Camel Equipage
When camp is moved or a journey has to be made,
young married or marriageable women ride on camels in
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